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prised of representatives of relevant nonprofit and notfor-profit general aviation pilot groups, aviation medical examiners, and other qualified medical experts, to
advise the Administrator in carrying out the goals of
the assessment required under this section.
‘‘(d) FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION RESPONSE.—
Not later than 1 year after the issuance of the report by
the Comptroller General pursuant to subsection (a)(2),
the Administrator shall take appropriate actions to respond to such report.’’
IMPROVED PILOT LICENSES
Pub. L. 112–95, title III, § 321, Feb. 14, 2012, 126 Stat. 71,
provided that:
‘‘(a) IN GENERAL.—The Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration shall issue improved pilot licenses consistent with requirements under this section.
‘‘(b) TIMING.—Not later than 270 days after the date of
enactment of this Act [Feb. 14, 2012], the Administrator
shall—
‘‘(1) provide to the Committee on Transportation
and Infrastructure of the House of Representatives
and the Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation of the Senate a report containing—
‘‘(A) a timeline for the phased issuance of improved pilot licenses under this section that ensures all pilots are issued such licenses not later
than 2 years after the initial issuance of such licenses under paragraph (2); and
‘‘(B) recommendations for the Federal installation of infrastructure necessary to take advantage
of information contained on improved pilot licenses
issued under this section, which identify the necessary infrastructure, indicate the Federal entity
that should be responsible for installing, funding,
and operating the infrastructure at airport sterile
areas, and provide an estimate of the costs of the
infrastructure; and
‘‘(2) begin to issue improved pilot licenses consistent with the requirements of title 49, United States
Code, and title 14, Code of Federal Regulations.
‘‘(c) REQUIREMENTS.—Improved pilot licenses issued
under this section shall—
‘‘(1) be resistant to tampering, alteration, and
counterfeiting;
‘‘(2) include a photograph of the individual to whom
the license is issued for identification purposes; and
‘‘(3) be smart cards that—
‘‘(A) accommodate iris and fingerprint biometric
identifiers; and
‘‘(B) are compliant with Federal Information
Processing Standards-201 (FIPS–201) or Personal
Identity Verification-Interoperability Standards
(PIV–I) for processing through security checkpoints
into airport sterile areas.
‘‘(d) TAMPERING.—To the extent practicable, the Administrator shall develop methods to determine or reveal whether any component or security feature of an
improved pilot license issued under this section has
been tampered with, altered, or counterfeited.
‘‘(e) USE OF DESIGNEES.—The Administrator may use
designees to carry out subsection (a) to the extent
practicable in order to minimize the burdens on pilots.
‘‘(f) REPORT TO CONGRESS.—
‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 1 year after the
date of enactment of this Act [Feb. 14, 2012], and annually thereafter, the Administrator shall submit to
the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
of the House of Representatives and the Committee
on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the
Senate a report on the issuance of improved pilot licenses under this section.
‘‘(2) EXPIRATION.—The Administrator shall not be
required to submit annual reports under this subsection after the date on which the Administrator
has issued improved pilot licenses under this section
to all pilots.’’
Pub. L. 108–458, title IV, § 4022, Dec. 17, 2004, 118 Stat.
3723, provided that:
‘‘(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than one year after the
date of enactment of this Act [Dec. 17, 2004], the Ad-
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ministrator of the Federal Aviation Administration
shall begin to issue improved pilot licenses consistent
with the requirements of title 49, United States Code,
and title 14, Code of Federal Regulations.
‘‘(b) REQUIREMENTS.—Improved pilots licenses issued
under subsection (a) shall—
‘‘(1) be resistant to tampering, alteration, and
counterfeiting;
‘‘(2) include a photograph of the individual to whom
the license is issued; and
‘‘(3) be capable of accommodating a digital photograph, a biometric identifier, or any other unique
identifier that the Administrator considers necessary.
‘‘(c) TAMPERING.—To the extent practical, the Administrator shall develop methods to determine or reveal
whether any component or security feature of a license
issued under subsection (a) has been tampered, altered,
or counterfeited.
‘‘(d) USE OF DESIGNEES.—The Administrator may use
designees to carry out subsection (a) to the extent feasible in order to minimize the burdens on pilots.’’
CREDITING OF LAW ENFORCEMENT FLIGHT TIME
Pub. L. 106–424, § 14, Nov. 1, 2000, 114 Stat. 1888, provided that: ‘‘In determining whether an individual
meets the aeronautical experience requirements imposed under section 44703 of title 49, United States
Code, for an airman certificate or rating, the Secretary
of Transportation shall take into account any time
spent by that individual operating a public aircraft as
defined in section 40102 of title 49, United States Code,
if that aircraft is—
‘‘(1) identifiable by category and class; and
‘‘(2) used in law enforcement activities.’’

§ 44704. Type certificates, production certificates,
airworthiness certificates, and design and
production organization certificates
(a) TYPE CERTIFICATES.—
(1) ISSUANCE, INVESTIGATIONS, AND TESTS.—
The Administrator of the Federal Aviation
Administration shall issue a type certificate
for an aircraft, aircraft engine, or propeller, or
for an appliance specified under paragraph
(2)(A) of this subsection when the Administrator finds that the aircraft, aircraft engine,
propeller, or appliance is properly designed
and manufactured, performs properly, and
meets the regulations and minimum standards
prescribed under section 44701(a) of this title.
On receiving an application for a type certificate, the Administrator shall investigate the
application and may conduct a hearing. The
Administrator shall make, or require the applicant to make, tests the Administrator considers necessary in the interest of safety.
Administrator
(2)
SPECIFICATIONS.—The
may—
(A) specify in regulations those appliances
that reasonably require a type certificate in
the interest of safety;
(B) include in a type certificate terms required in the interest of safety; and
(C) record on the certificate a numerical
specification of the essential factors related
to the performance of the aircraft, aircraft
engine, or propeller for which the certificate
is issued.
(3) SPECIAL RULES FOR NEW AIRCRAFT AND APPLIANCES.—Except as provided in paragraph
(4), if the holder of a type certificate agrees to
permit another person to use the certificate to
manufacture a new aircraft, aircraft engine,
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propeller, or appliance, the holder shall provide the other person with written evidence, in
a form acceptable to the Administrator, of
that agreement. Such other person may manufacture a new aircraft, aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance based on a type certificate
only if such other person is the holder of the
type certificate or has permission from the
holder.
(4) LIMITATION FOR AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURED
BEFORE AUGUST 5, 2004.—Paragraph (3) shall not
apply to a person who began the manufacture
of an aircraft before August 5, 2004, and who
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Administrator that such manufacture began before August 5, 2004, if the name of the holder
of the type certificate for the aircraft does not
appear on the airworthiness certificate or
identification plate of the aircraft. The holder
of the type certificate for the aircraft shall
not be responsible for the continued airworthiness of the aircraft. A person may invoke the
exception provided by this paragraph with regard to the manufacture of only one aircraft.
(5) RELEASE OF DATA.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, the Administrator
may make available upon request, to a person seeking to maintain the airworthiness or
develop product improvements of an aircraft, engine, propeller, or appliance, engineering data in the possession of the Administration relating to a type certificate or a
supplemental type certificate for such aircraft, engine, propeller, or appliance, without the consent of the owner of record, if the
Administrator determines that—
(i) the certificate containing the requested data has been inactive for 3 or
more years, except that the Administrator
may reduce this time if required to address
an unsafe condition associated with the
product;
(ii) after using due diligence, the Administrator is unable to find the owner of
record, or the owner of record’s heir, of the
type certificate or supplemental type certificate; and
(iii) making such data available will enhance aviation safety.
(B) ENGINEERING DATA DEFINED.—In this
section, the term ‘‘engineering data’’ as used
with respect to an aircraft, engine, propeller, or appliance means type design drawing
and specifications for the entire aircraft, engine, propeller, or appliance or change to the
aircraft, engine, propeller, or appliance, including the original design data, and any associated supplier data for individual parts or
components approved as part of the particular certificate for the aircraft, engine, propeller, or appliance.
(C) REQUIREMENT TO MAINTAIN DATA.—The
Administrator shall maintain engineering
data in the possession of the Administration
relating to a type certificate or a supplemental type certificate that has been inactive for 3 or more years.
(6) TYPE CERTIFICATION RESOLUTION PROCESS.—
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(A) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 15 months
after the date of enactment of the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018, the Administrator
shall establish an effective, timely, and
milestone-based issue resolution process for
type certification activities under this subsection.
(B) PROCESS REQUIREMENTS.—The resolution process shall provide for—
(i) resolution of technical issues at preestablished stages of the certification
process, as agreed to by the Administrator
and the type certificate applicant;
(ii) automatic elevation to appropriate
management personnel of the Federal
Aviation Administration and the type certificate applicant of any major certification process milestone that is not completed or resolved within a specific period
of time agreed to by the Administrator
and the type certificate applicant; and
(iii) resolution of a major certification
process milestone elevated pursuant to
clause (ii) within a specific period of time
agreed to by the Administrator and the
type certificate applicant.
(C) MAJOR CERTIFICATION PROCESS MILESTONE DEFINED.—In this paragraph, the term
‘‘major certification process milestone’’
means a milestone related to a type certification basis, type certification plan, type inspection authorization, issue paper, or other
major type certification activity agreed to
by the Administrator and the type certificate applicant.
(b) SUPPLEMENTAL TYPE CERTIFICATES.—
(1) ISSUANCE.—The Administrator may issue
a type certificate designated as a supplemental type certificate for a change to an aircraft, aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance.
(2) CONTENTS.—A supplemental type certificate issued under paragraph (1) shall consist of
the change to the aircraft, aircraft engine,
propeller, or appliance with respect to the previously issued type certificate for the aircraft,
aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance.
(3) REQUIREMENT.—If the holder of a supplemental type certificate agrees to permit another person to use the certificate to modify
an aircraft, aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance, the holder shall provide the other person
with written evidence, in a form acceptable to
the Administrator, of that agreement. A person may change an aircraft, aircraft engine,
propeller, or appliance based on a supplemental type certificate only if the person requesting the change is the holder of the supplemental type certificate or has permission
from the holder to make the change.
(c) PRODUCTION CERTIFICATES.—The Administrator shall issue a production certificate authorizing the production of a duplicate of an aircraft, aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance for
which a type certificate has been issued when
the Administrator finds the duplicate will conform to the certificate. On receiving an application, the Administrator shall inspect, and may
require testing of, a duplicate to ensure that it
conforms to the requirements of the certificate.
The Administrator may include in a production
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certificate terms required in the interest of safety.
(d) AIRWORTHINESS CERTIFICATES.—(1) The registered owner of an aircraft may apply to the
Administrator for an airworthiness certificate
for the aircraft. The Administrator shall issue
an airworthiness certificate when the Administrator finds that the aircraft conforms to its
type certificate and, after inspection, is in condition for safe operation. The Administrator
shall register each airworthiness certificate and
may include appropriate information in the certificate. The certificate number or other individual designation the Administrator requires
shall be displayed on the aircraft. The Administrator may include in an airworthiness certificate terms required in the interest of safety.
(2) A person applying for the issuance or renewal of an airworthiness certificate for an aircraft for which ownership has not been recorded
under section 44107 or 44110 of this title must
submit with the application information related
to the ownership of the aircraft the Administrator decides is necessary to identify each person having a property interest in the aircraft
and the kind and extent of the interest.
(e) DESIGN AND PRODUCTION ORGANIZATION CERTIFICATES.—
(1) ISSUANCE.—Beginning January 1, 2013, the
Administrator may issue a certificate to a design organization, production organization, or
design and production organization to authorize the organization to certify compliance of
aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, and appliances with the requirements and minimum
standards prescribed under section 44701(a). An
organization holding a certificate issued under
this subsection shall be known as a certified
design and production organization (in this
subsection referred to as a ‘‘CDPO’’).
(2) APPLICATIONS.—On receiving an application for a CDPO certificate, the Administrator
shall examine and rate the organization submitting the application, in accordance with
regulations to be prescribed by the Administrator, to determine whether the organization
has adequate engineering, design, and production capabilities, standards, and safeguards to
make certifications of compliance as described
in paragraph (1).
(3) ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES BASED ON CDPO
FINDINGS.—The Administrator may rely on
certifications of compliance by a CDPO when
making determinations under this section.
(4) PUBLIC SAFETY.—The Administrator shall
include in a CDPO certificate terms required
in the interest of safety.
(5) NO EFFECT ON POWER OF REVOCATION.—
Nothing in this subsection affects the authority of the Secretary of Transportation to revoke a certificate.
(Pub. L. 103–272, § 1(e), July 5, 1994, 108 Stat. 1188;
Pub. L. 104–264, title IV, § 403, Oct. 9, 1996, 110
Stat. 3256; Pub. L. 108–176, title II, § 227(b)(2),
(e)(1), title VIII, § 811, Dec. 12, 2003, 117 Stat. 2531,
2532, 2590; Pub. L. 109–59, title IV, § 4405, Aug. 10,
2005, 119 Stat. 1776; Pub. L. 112–95, title III, §§ 302,
303(a), (c)(1), Feb. 14, 2012, 126 Stat. 56, 57; Pub. L.
115–254, div. B, title II, § 214, Oct. 5, 2018, 132 Stat.
3250.)
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HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES
Revised
Section
44704(a)(1) ..

Source (U.S. Code)
49 App.:1423(a)(2)
(1st–4th sentences).

49 App.:1655(c)(1).

44704(a)(2) ..

44704(b) ......

44704(c)(1) ..

44704(c)(2) ..

Source (Statutes at Large)
Aug. 23, 1958, Pub. L. 85–726,
§§ 503(h), 603(a)(1) (related
to regulations for appliances), (2), (b) (related to
basis for issuing, and contents of, certificates), (c)
(related to basis for issuing, and contents of, certificates), 72 Stat. 774, 776.
Oct. 15, 1966, Pub. L. 89–670,
§ 6(c)(1), 80 Stat. 938; Jan.
12, 1983, Pub. L. 97–449,
§ 7(b), 96 Stat. 2444.

49 App.:1423(a)(1)
(related to regulations for appliances), (2) (5th,
last sentences).
49 App.:1655(c)(1).
49 App.:1423(b) (related to basis for
issuing, and contents of, certificates).
49 App.:1655(c)(1).
49 App.:1423(c) (related to basis for
issuing, and contents of, certificates).
49 App.:1655(c)(1).
49 App.:1403(h).
49 App.:1655(c)(1).

In subsections (a)–(c)(1), the word ‘‘Administrator’’ in
section 603 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (Public
Law 85–726, 72 Stat. 776) is retained on authority of
49:106(g).
In subsection (a)(1), the text of 49 App.:1423(a)(2) (1st
sentence 1st–16th words) and the words ‘‘in regulations’’ are omitted as surplus. The words ‘‘properly designed and manufactured, performs properly’’ are substituted for ‘‘of proper design, material, specification,
construction, and performance for safe operation’’ to
eliminate unnecessary words. The word ‘‘rules’’ is
omitted as being synonymous with ‘‘regulations’’. The
words ‘‘under section 44701(a) of this title’’ and ‘‘for a
type certificate’’ are added for clarity. The words ‘‘including flight tests and tests of raw materials or any
part or appurtenance of such aircraft, aircraft engine,
propeller, or appliance’’ are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(2)(A), the words ‘‘issuance of’’ are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(2)(B), the words ‘‘the duration thereof and such other’’ are omitted as surplus. The words
‘‘conditions, and limitations’’ are omitted as being included in ‘‘terms’’.
In subsection (a)(2)(C), the words ‘‘issued for aircraft,
aircraft engines, or propellers’’ and ‘‘all of’’ are omitted
as surplus. The word ‘‘specification’’ is substituted for
‘‘determination’’ for clarity.
In subsection (b), the word ‘‘satisfactorily’’ is omitted as surplus. The words ‘‘shall inspect, and may require testing of, a duplicate to ensure that it conforms
to the requirements of the certificate’’ are substituted
for ‘‘shall make such inspection and may require such
tests of any aircraft, aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance manufactured under a production certificate as
may be necessary to assure manufacture of each unit in
conformity with the type certificate or any amendment
or modification thereof’’ to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words ‘‘the duration thereof and such other
. . . conditions, and limitations’’ are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(1), the words ‘‘may apply to’’ are
substituted for ‘‘may file with . . . an application’’ to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words ‘‘in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
Transportation’’ are omitted because of 49:322(a). The
words ‘‘the duration of such certificate, the type of
service for which the aircraft may be used, and such
other . . . conditions, and limitations’’ are omitted as
surplus.
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In subsection (c)(2), the words ‘‘having a property interest’’ are substituted for ‘‘who are holders of property
interests’’ to eliminate unnecessary words.

‘‘SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.
‘‘This Act may be cited as the ‘Small Airplane Revitalization Act of 2013’.

REFERENCES IN TEXT

‘‘SEC. 2. FINDINGS.
‘‘Congress makes the following findings:
‘‘(1) A healthy small aircraft industry is integral to
economic growth and to maintaining an effective
transportation infrastructure for communities and
countries around the world.
‘‘(2) Small airplanes comprise nearly 90 percent of
general aviation aircraft certified by the Federal
Aviation Administration.
‘‘(3) General aviation provides for the cultivation of
a workforce of engineers, manufacturing and maintenance professionals, and pilots who secure the economic success and defense of the United States.
‘‘(4) General aviation contributes to well-paying
jobs in the manufacturing and technology sectors in
the United States and products produced by those
sectors are exported in great numbers.
‘‘(5) Technology developed and proven in general
aviation aids in the success and safety of all sectors
of aviation and scientific competence.
‘‘(6) The average small airplane in the United
States is now 40 years old and the regulatory barriers
to bringing new designs to the market are resulting
in a lack of innovation and investment in small airplane design.
‘‘(7) Since 2003, the United States lost 10,000 active
private pilots per year on average, partially due to a
lack of cost-effective, new small airplanes.
‘‘(8) General aviation safety can be improved by
modernizing and revamping the regulations relating
to small airplanes to clear the path for technology
adoption and cost-effective means to retrofit the existing fleet with new safety technologies.

The date of enactment of the FAA Reauthorization
Act of 2018, referred to in subsec. (a)(6)(A), is the date
of enactment of Pub. L. 115–254, which was approved
Oct. 5, 2018.
AMENDMENTS
2018—Pub. L. 115–254, § 214(b), substituted ‘‘airworthiness certificates,’’ for ‘‘airworthiness certificates,,’’ in
section catchline.
Subsec. (a)(6). Pub. L. 115–254, § 214(a), added par. (6).
2012—Pub. L. 112–95, § 303(c)(1), substituted ‘‘, and design and production organization certificates’’ for ‘‘and
design organization certificates’’ in section catchline.
Subsec. (a)(5). Pub. L. 112–95, § 302, added par. (5).
Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 112–95, § 303(a), amended subsec.
(e) generally. Prior to amendment, subsec. (e) related
to design organization certificates.
2005—Subsec. (a)(1) to (3). Pub. L. 109–59, § 4405(1)–(3),
(5), (6), inserted par. headings, realigned margins, and
substituted ‘‘Except as provided in paragraph (4), if’’
for ‘‘If’’ in par. (3).
Subsec. (a)(4). Pub. L. 109–59, § 4405(4), added par. (4).
2003—Pub. L. 108–176, § 227(e)(1), added section catchline and struck out former section catchline which read
as follows: ‘‘Type certificates, production certificates,
and airworthiness certificates’’.
Subsec. (a)(3). Pub. L. 108–176, § 811, added par. (3).
Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 108–176, § 227(b)(2), added subsec.
(e).
1996—Subsecs. (b) to (d). Pub. L. 104–264 added subsec.
(b) and redesignated former subsecs. (b) and (c) as (c)
and (d), respectively.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF 2003 AMENDMENT
Amendment by Pub. L. 108–176 applicable only to fiscal years beginning after Sept. 30, 2003, except as otherwise specifically provided, see section 3 of Pub. L.
108–176, set out as a note under section 106 of this title.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1996 AMENDMENT
Except as otherwise specifically provided, amendment by Pub. L. 104–264 applicable only to fiscal years
beginning after Sept. 30, 1996, and not to be construed
as affecting funds made available for a fiscal year ending before Oct. 1, 1996, see section 3 of Pub. L. 104–264,
set out as a note under section 106 of this title.
SECURING AIRCRAFT AVIONICS SYSTEMS
Pub. L. 115–254, div. B, title V, § 506, Oct. 5, 2018, 132
Stat. 3354, provided that:
‘‘(a) IN GENERAL.—The Administrator [of the Federal
Aviation Administration] shall consider, where appropriate, revising Federal Aviation Administration regulations regarding airworthiness certification—
‘‘(1) to address cybersecurity for avionics systems,
including software components; and
‘‘(2) to require that aircraft avionics systems used
for flight guidance or aircraft control be secured
against unauthorized access via passenger in-flight
entertainment systems through such means as the
Administrator determines appropriate to protect the
avionics systems from unauthorized external and internal access.
‘‘(b) CONSIDERATION.—In carrying out subsection (a),
the Administrator shall consider the recommendations
of the Aircraft Systems Information Security Protection Working Group under section 2111 of the FAA Extension Safety and Security Act of 2016 (Public Law
114–190; 130 Stat. 615 [625]) [49 U.S.C. 44903 note].’’
SMALL AIRPLANE REVITALIZATION
Pub. L. 113–53, Nov. 27, 2013, 127 Stat. 584, provided
that:

‘‘SEC. 3. SAFETY AND REGULATORY IMPROVEMENTS FOR GENERAL AVIATION.
‘‘(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than December 15, 2015,
the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration shall issue a final rule—
‘‘(1) to advance the safety and continued development of small airplanes by reorganizing the certification requirements for such airplanes under part 23
to streamline the approval of safety advancements;
and
‘‘(2) that meets the objectives described in subsection (b).
‘‘(b) OBJECTIVES DESCRIBED.—The objectives described
in this subsection are based on the recommendations of
the Part 23 Reorganization Aviation Rulemaking Committee:
‘‘(1) The establishment of a regulatory regime for
small airplanes that will improve safety and reduce
the regulatory cost burden for the Federal Aviation
Administration and the aviation industry.
‘‘(2) The establishment of broad, outcome-driven
safety objectives that will spur innovation and technology adoption.
‘‘(3) The replacement of current, prescriptive requirements under part 23 with performance-based regulations.
‘‘(4) The use of consensus standards accepted by the
Federal Aviation Administration to clarify how the
safety objectives of part 23 may be met using specific
designs and technologies.
‘‘(c) CONSENSUS-BASED STANDARDS.—In prescribing
regulations under this section, the Administrator shall
use consensus standards, as described in section 12(d) of
the National Technology Transfer and Advancement
Act of 1996 [1995] (15 U.S.C. 272 note), to the extent practicable while continuing traditional methods for meeting part 23.
‘‘(d) SAFETY COOPERATION.—The Administrator shall
lead the effort to improve general aviation safety by
working with leading aviation regulators to assist
them in adopting a complementary regulatory approach for small airplanes.
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‘‘(e) DEFINITIONS.—In this section:
‘‘(1) CONSENSUS STANDARDS.—
‘‘(A) IN GENERAL.—The term ‘consensus standards’
means standards developed by an organization described in subparagraph (B) that may include provisions requiring that owners of relevant intellectual
property have agreed to make that intellectual
property available on a nondiscriminatory, royaltyfree, or reasonable royalty basis to all interested
persons.
‘‘(B) ORGANIZATIONS DESCRIBED.—An organization
described in this subparagraph is a domestic or
international organization that—
‘‘(i) plans, develops, establishes, or coordinates,
through a process based on consensus and using
agreed-upon procedures, voluntary standards; and
‘‘(ii) operates in a transparent manner, considers a balanced set of interests with respect to
such standards, and provides for due process and
an appeals process with respect to such standards.
‘‘(2) PART 23.—The term ‘part 23’ means part 23 of
title 14, Code of Federal Regulations.
‘‘(3) PART 23 REORGANIZATION AVIATION RULEMAKING
COMMITTEE.—The term ‘Part 23 Reorganization Aviation Rulemaking Committee’ means the aviation
rulemaking committee established by the Federal
Aviation Administration in August 2011 to consider
the reorganization of the regulations under part 23.
‘‘(4) SMALL AIRPLANE.—The term ‘small airplane’
means an airplane which is certified to part 23 standards.’’
APPLICABILITY
Pub. L. 112–95, title III, § 303(b), Feb. 14, 2012, 126 Stat.
57, provided that: ‘‘Before January 1, 2013, the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration may
continue to issue certificates under section 44704(e) of
title 49, United States Code, as in effect on the day before the date of enactment of this Act [Feb. 14, 2012].’’
AIRCRAFT CERTIFICATION PROCESS REVIEW AND REFORM
Pub. L. 112–95, title III, § 312, Feb. 14, 2012, 126 Stat. 66,
provided that:
‘‘(a) IN GENERAL.—The Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration, in consultation with representatives of the aviation industry, shall conduct an
assessment of the certification and approval process
under section 44704 of title 49, United States Code.
‘‘(b) CONTENTS.—In conducting the assessment, the
Administrator shall consider—
‘‘(1) the expected number of applications for product certifications and approvals the Administrator
will receive under section 44704 of such title in the 1year, 5-year, and 10-year periods following the date of
enactment of this Act [Feb. 14, 2012];
‘‘(2) process reforms and improvements necessary to
allow the Administrator to review and approve the
applications in a fair and timely fashion;
‘‘(3) the status of recommendations made in previous reports on the Administration’s certification
process;
‘‘(4) methods for enhancing the effective use of delegation systems, including organizational designation
authorization;
‘‘(5) methods for training the Administration’s field
office employees in the safety management system
and auditing; and
‘‘(6) the status of updating airworthiness requirements, including implementing recommendations in
the Administration’s report entitled ‘Part 23—Small
Airplane Certification Process Study’ (OK–09–3468,
dated July 2009).
‘‘(c) RECOMMENDATIONS.—In conducting the assessment, the Administrator shall make recommendations
to improve efficiency and reduce costs through streamlining and reengineering the certification process under
section 44704 of such title to ensure that the Administrator can conduct certifications and approvals under
such section in a manner that supports and enables the
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development of new products and technologies and the
global competitiveness of the United States aviation
industry.
‘‘(d) REPORT TO CONGRESS.—Not later than 180 days
after the date of enactment of this Act [Feb. 14, 2012],
the Administrator shall submit to the Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Commerce, Science,
and Transportation of the Senate a report on the results of the assessment, together with an explanation
of how the Administrator will implement recommendations made under subsection (c) and measure the effectiveness of the recommendations.
‘‘(e) IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS.—Not
later than 1 year after the date of enactment of this
Act [Feb. 14, 2012], the Administrator shall begin to implement the recommendations made under subsection
(c).’’
HISTORICAL AIRCRAFT DOCUMENTS
Pub. L. 112–95, title VIII, § 816, Feb. 14, 2012, 126 Stat.
126, provided that:
‘‘(a) PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS.—
‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—The Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration shall take such actions as
the Administrator determines necessary to preserve
original aircraft type certificate engineering and
technical data in the possession of the Federal Aviation Administration related to—
‘‘(A) approved aircraft type certificate numbers
ATC 1 through ATC 713; and
‘‘(B) Group-2 approved aircraft type certificate
numbers 2–1 through 2–544.
‘‘(2) REVISION OF ORDER.—Not later than 3 years
after the date of enactment of this Act [Feb. 14, 2012],
the Administrator shall revise FAA Order 1350.15C,
Item Number 8110. Such revision shall prohibit the
destruction of the historical aircraft documents identified in paragraph (1).
‘‘(3) CONSULTATION.—The Administrator may carry
out paragraph (1) in consultation with the Archivist
of the United States and the Administrator of General Services.
‘‘(b) AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS.—
‘‘(1) FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUESTS.—The
Administrator shall make the documents to be preserved under subsection (a)(1) available to a person—
‘‘(A) upon receipt of a request made by the person
pursuant to section 552 of title 5, United States
Code; and
‘‘(B) subject to a prohibition on use of the documents for commercial purposes.
‘‘(2) TRADE SECRETS, COMMERCIAL, AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION.—Section 552(b)(4) of such title shall not
apply to requests for documents to be made available
pursuant to paragraph (1).
‘‘(c) HOLDER OF TYPE CERTIFICATE.—
‘‘(1) RIGHTS OF HOLDER.—Nothing in this section
shall affect the rights of a holder or owner of a type
certificate identified in subsection (a)(1), nor require
the holder or owner to provide, surrender, or preserve
any original or duplicate engineering or technical
data to or for the Federal Aviation Administration, a
person, or the public.
‘‘(2) LIABILITY.—There shall be no liability on the
part of, and no cause of action of any nature shall
arise against, a holder of a type certificate, its authorized representative, its agents, or its employees,
or any firm, person, corporation, or insurer related to
the type certificate data and documents identified in
subsection (a)(1).
‘‘(3) AIRWORTHINESS.—Notwithstanding any other
provision of law, the holder of a type certificate identified in subsection (a)(1) shall only be responsible for
Federal Aviation Administration regulation requirements related to type certificate data and documents
identified in subsection (a)(1) for aircraft having a
standard airworthiness certificate issued prior to the
date the documents are released to a person by the
Federal Aviation Administration under subsection
(b)(1).’’
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PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT AND OVERSIGHT OF SYSTEM
FOR CERTIFICATION OF DESIGN ORGANIZATIONS
Pub. L. 108–176, title II, § 227(b)(1), Dec. 12, 2003, 117
Stat. 2531, provided that: ‘‘Not later than 4 years after
the date of enactment of this Act [Dec. 12, 2003], the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration
shall transmit to the Committee on Transportation and
Infrastructure of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
of the Senate a plan for the development and oversight
of a system for certification of design organizations to
certify compliance with the requirements and minimum standards prescribed under section 44701(a) of
title 49, United States Code, for the type certification
of aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, or appliances.’’

§ 44705. Air carrier operating certificates
The Administrator of the Federal Aviation
Administration shall issue an air carrier operating certificate to a person desiring to operate as
an air carrier when the Administrator finds,
after investigation, that the person properly and
adequately is equipped and able to operate safely under this part and regulations and standards
prescribed under this part. An air carrier operating certificate shall—
(1) contain terms necessary to ensure safety
in air transportation; and
(2) specify the places to and from which, and
the airways of the United States over which, a
person may operate as an air carrier.
(Pub. L. 103–272, § 1(e), July 5, 1994, 108 Stat.
1189.)
HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES
Revised
Section
44705 ..........

§ 44706

TITLE 49—TRANSPORTATION

Source (U.S. Code)
49 App.:1424(b).
49 App.:1655(c)(1).

Source (Statutes at Large)
Aug. 23, 1958, Pub. L. 85–726,
§ 604(b), 72 Stat. 778.
Oct. 15, 1966, Pub. L. 89–670,
§ 6(c)(1), 80 Stat. 938; Jan.
12, 1983, Pub. L. 97–449,
§ 7(b), 96 Stat. 2444.

In this section, the word ‘‘Administrator’’ in section
604(b) of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (Public Law
85–726, 72 Stat. 778) is retained on authority of 49:106(g).
Before clause (1), the words ‘‘may file with the Secretary of Transportation an application for an air carrier operating certificate’’ and ‘‘the requirements of’’
are omitted as surplus. The word ‘‘rules’’ is omitted as
being synonymous with ‘‘regulations’’. In clause (1),
the words ‘‘conditions, and limitations . . . reasonably’’ are omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the word
‘‘places’’ is substituted for ‘‘points’’ for consistency in
the revised title. The words ‘‘under an air carrier operating certificate’’ are omitted as surplus.

§ 44706. Airport operating certificates
(a) GENERAL.—The Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration shall issue an airport operating certificate to a person desiring to
operate an airport—
(1) that serves an air carrier operating aircraft designed for at least 31 passenger seats;
(2) that is not located in the State of Alaska
and serves any scheduled passenger operation
of an air carrier operating aircraft designed
for more than 9 passenger seats but less than
31 passenger seats; and
(3) that the Administrator requires to have a
certificate;
if the Administrator finds, after investigation,
that the person properly and adequately is

equipped and able to operate safely under this
part and regulations and standards prescribed
under this part.
(b) TERMS.—An airport operating certificate
issued under this section shall contain terms
necessary to ensure safety in air transportation.
Unless the Administrator decides that it is not
in the public interest, the terms shall include
conditions related to—
(1) operating and maintaining adequate safety equipment, including firefighting and rescue equipment capable of rapid access to any
part of the airport used for landing, takeoff, or
surface maneuvering of an aircraft; and
(2) friction treatment for primary and secondary runways that the Secretary of Transportation decides is necessary.
(c) EXEMPTIONS.—The Administrator may exempt from the requirements of this section, related to firefighting and rescue equipment, an
operator of an airport described in subsection (a)
of this section having less than .25 percent of the
total number of passenger boardings each year
at all airports described in subsection (a) when
the Administrator decides that the requirements are or would be unreasonably costly, burdensome, or impractical.
(d) COMMUTER AIRPORTS.—In developing the
terms required by subsection (b) for airports
covered by subsection (a)(2), the Administrator
shall identify and consider a reasonable number
of regulatory alternatives and select from such
alternatives the least costly, most cost-effective
or the least burdensome alternative that will
provide comparable safety at airports described
in subsections (a)(1) and (a)(2).
(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Any regulation establishing the terms required by subsection (b) for
airports covered by subsection (a)(2) shall not
take effect until such regulation, and a report
on the economic impact of the regulation on air
service to the airports covered by the rule, has
been submitted to Congress and 120 days have
elapsed following the date of such submission.
(f) LIMITATION ON STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.—
Nothing in this title may be construed as requiring a person to obtain an airport operating certificate if such person does not desire to operate
an airport described in subsection (a).
(Pub. L. 103–272, § 1(e), July 5, 1994, 108 Stat. 1189;
Pub. L. 104–264, title IV, § 404, Oct. 9, 1996, 110
Stat. 3256.)
HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES
Revised
Section

Source (U.S. Code)

44706(a) ......

49 App.:1432(b) (1st,
2d sentences).

44706(b) ......

49 App.:1432(b) (3d,
last sentences).
49 App.:1432(c).

44706(c) ......

Source (Statutes at Large)
Aug. 23, 1958, Pub. L. 85–726,
72 Stat. 731, § 612(b); added
May 21, 1970, Pub. L.
91–258, § 51(b)(1), 84 Stat.
234; Nov. 27, 1971, Pub. L.
92–174, § 5(b), 85 Stat. 492;
Sept. 3, 1982, Pub. L.
97–248, §§ 524(f), 525(b), 96
Stat. 697.
Aug. 23, 1958, Pub. L. 85–726,
72 Stat. 731, § 612(c); added
July 12, 1976, Pub. L.
94–353, § 19(a), 90 Stat. 883;
Sept. 3, 1982, Pub. L.
97–248, § 525(c), 96 Stat. 697.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words ‘‘may
file with the Administrator an application for an air-

